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ABOUT THE CITY 
 

 
 
 

THE CITY ON SEVEN HILLS 
 

WELCOME TO UFA – ONE OF THE LONGEST CITIES IN RUSSIA AND  
THE CAPITALOF THE REPUBLIC OF BASHKORTOSTAN. 

 
 
 
The foundation date of the city is officially considered to be 1574, but in fact people lived 
here long before its modern appearance: this is confirmed by ancient settlements dating back 
to V-XI centuries. Later, the city itself appeared on the high hills, connecting the fate of the 
Bashkir and Russian peoples. 
 

  
 
 
 
Ufa is located on the border of Europe 
and Asia, and this fact largely deter-
mined its multi-confessional and multi-
national culture. More than a hundred 
nationalities live in Ufa, the most nu-
merous of them are Russians, Bashkirs 
and Tatars. The main religious denomi-
nations are Christianity and Islam. Or-
thodox churches and mosques harmoni-
ously coexist in the city, as well as a 
synagogue and Lutheran сhurch. The 
city itself is located on seven hills, at the 
foot of which three rivers meet at 
once – Belaya (Agidel), Ufa (Karaidel) and Dema. You can admire the breathtaking view on 
several viewing platforms of the city. The most popular of them is the square near the monu-
ment of the national Bashkir hero Salavat Yulaev. The rider galloping on his faithful steed is the 
most impressive sculpture of the city and the largest equestrian statue in Russia (weighs more 
than 40 tons at a height of 9,8 meters) 
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Summers in Ufa are hot and winters are lengthy 
and cold. However, long winter shouldn’t pre-
vent you from enjoying yourself: you can go 
skiing, snowboarding, and marvel at our na-
ture’s winter vistas right in Ufa, as two ski re-
sorts are located within the city limits. As 
weather gets warmer, Ufa becomes even more 
beautiful, blooming with flowery parks and 
squares. Ufa’s botanical garden, lemon grove, 
numerous parks offering cool shadows and 
lakes have helped the city claim the title of one 
of the Russia’s greenest metropolises – and for 
a good reason. 
 
As you get to know Ufa’s historical center, use 
this opportunity to enjoy the city’s rich archi-
tectural scope alongside with the best muse-
ums and galleries. Museum of Archaeology 
and Ethnography of the Institute of Ethnologi-
cal Studies, for instance, houses Bashkorto-
stan’s cultural legacy: national costumes and 
music instruments, ancient tools, and a world-
renowned collection of ancient art – the Sar-
mat’s Gold which dates to the 4th century BC. 
 

Ufa often hosts national and international 
events. Many guests visit our city to attend 
sporting and cultural events: ballet and opera 
festivals, volleyball and hockey matches, mar-
athons. Ufa is a modern unique city which en-
joys life of discovery and extends warm wel-
come to its guests. Visit us more and we will 
gladly show you the best our city has to offer. 
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GOING FOR A WALK 
 

Botanicheskiy sad 
BOTANICAL GARDEN – INSTITUTE OF UFA 
Mendeleeva, 195/3;  
+7 (347) 286-12-33, уфаботсад.рф 
 
A unique place in the city where it is summer all year round. In the 
greenhouse of the garden there is a unique ecosystem of the tropics: 
palm trees, cypresses, coffee tree, lemons, tangerines, jasmine and other unusual in the region 
plants.  
 
Limonariy 
EDUCATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FARM “UFA FOREST ENGINEERING COLLEGE” (LEMONARIUM) 
Mendeleeva, 152/2;  
+7 (347) 256-64-04, lemonarium.ru 
 
Greenhouses with an area of more than a hectare, where 1300 lemon 
trees bloom and bear fruit.  There are also oranges, grapefruit, citron 
and five hundred species of tropical plants. You can come on an excur-
sion or even organize a photo shoot there. 
 
 
Naberezhnaya 
RECREATION AREA  
Embankment of Belaya river  
 
The embarkment was officially opened in 2019. There will be cafes, res-
taurants, recreation areas and art objects on seven kilometers of the 
walking part. 
 
Mazhit Gafuri Park  
M.GAFURI RECREATION PARK 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 77/1 
 
Ufa residents call Mazhit Gafuri Park and Lenin Square “the City Council”: 
the city administration building is located opposite the square. “Volshe-
bnyi Mir” amusement park and the 48-meter-high Ferris wheel with a 
beautiful city view are also located nearby. 
 
Park Pobedy  
THE MEMORIAL COMPLEX OF THE VICTORY IN THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR OF 1941-1945 
Komarova, 7 
 
This is not only a forested area, but also a military equipment exhibition. 
There you can find howitzers, guard mortars “Katyusha”, floating tank, 
infantry and amphibious vehicles, anti-aircraft guns, armored personnel 
carriers, anti-tank missile systems.  
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Sad Imeni S.T. Aksakova 
S.T. AKSAKOV RECREATION PARK 
 
Pushkina, 112/2 
 
A small park in the historic part of the city. At the end of the 18th century 
there was a manor, where the writer S.T. Aksakov was born. In the 
garden there is an art object “Alenkiy Tsvetochek” (a scarlet flower). 
You can make a wish touching it. The treasure of the garden is a lake 
where white swans live. 
 
Sad Salavata Yulaeva 
SALAVAT YULAEV RECREATION PARK 
Salavata, 22 
 
The garden was opened in 1900, and it changed its name several times. 
The garden was finally renamed in honor of the national Bashkir hero 
Salavat Yulaev only in 2004. The main attraction of the park is the hang-
ing bridge, known as the bridge of lovers, a real place of pilgrimage for 
newlyweds. 
 
Gostiny Dvor  
TRADE AND BUSINESS COMPLEX 
Verkhnetorgovaya Ploshchad, 1 
 
Traditional for Russian cities Gostiny Dvor in the style of classicism. The 
original building was built in the middle of the XIX century and recon-
structed in 1999. It includes the building of Gostiny Dvor itself, the 
square and the preserved trading houses of the merchants Berstein, 
Ivanov and Nobel, the brothers Krestovnikovs. 
 
Dom-osobnyak I.F.Bazilevskogo  
(I.F. Bazilevskiy Mansion)  
HISTORIC BUILDING 
Pushkina, 90  
 
The house of state counselor and patron Ivan Bazilevsky was built in the 
18th century. Now the Ufa Research Institute of Eye Diseases is based 
there. The facade is decorated in a simple classical style with stucco and 
arched windows. 
 
Osobnyak E.A. Ponosovoy-Mollo  
(E.A. Ponosova-Mollo Mansion) 
HISTORIC BUILDING 
Karla Marksa, 6 
 
The first building in Ufa in the style of Art Deco with Baroque elements. 
It was built in 1910 for the merchant Elena Alexandrovna Ponosova-
Mollo. Now the building is a Museum of Archeology and Ethnography of 
the Ufa Scientific Center of RAS. 
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Dom Kosterina  
(Kosterin Mansion)  
HISTORIC BUILDING 
Pushkina, 86 
 
The mansion on the corner of Pushkin and Karla Marksa streets is an 
example of “fine art Nouveau” style. The building with openwork balco-
nies and stucco floral ornament was built in the early 20th century for 
the bread merchant Pavel Kosterin. 
 
ArtTerria 
ALLEY OF MODERN SCULPTURE 
Lenina, 4, artterria.com 
 
The alley consisting of thirteen sculptures appeared in August 2016 af-
ter the eponymous international symposium on sculpture. Six architects 
from around the world have created works from Mansurovsky granite, 
which are now exhibited under the open sky. 
 
Monument Dryzhby  
MONUMENT  
Pervomayskaya Ploshad (between Oktyabrskoy Revolyucii st. and Po-
sadskaya st.) 
 
The monument is dedicated to the 400th anniversary of the accession 
of Bashkortostan into Russia. Its base consists of bronze sculptures of 
two women – a Russian and a Bashkir –holding laurel wreaths. 
 
Pamyatnik Mustayu Karimy  
MONUMENT 
Skver Mustaya Karima, Kirova, 1 
 
The multi-figured sculptural composition is set next to the street named 
after the writer, and includes the figure of Mustai Karim, the national 
poet of Bashkortostan, going forward, and pages containing texts of his 
works, as if they are flying from a gust of wind. 
 
Pamyatnik Salavatu Yulaevy 
MONUMENT  
Ploshad salavata Yulaeva near Zaki Validi, 2 
 
The monument to the national hero of Bashkortostan was crafted by 
the national sculptor and artist of North Ossetia Soslanbek Tavasiev. It 
became the hallmark of Ufa, and its image is placed on the Coat of 
Arms of the republic.  
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Pamyatnik Truzhenikam Tyla 
MONUMENT TO HOME FRONT WORKERS DURING THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR 
Park Pobedy, Komarova, 7  
 
The sculptural composition of the bronze figures of workers, rear per-
sonnel and eight-meter bas-relief with the order was established in Oc-
tober 2015 on the seventieth anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic 
War. One of the largest monuments to the rear workers in Russia. 
 
Fontan “Sem Devushek” 
FOUNTAIN 
Teatralnyi skver, Lenina, 5 
 
The fountain portrays seven girls – the heroines of the Bashkir epos, 
which formed the basis of the famous dance. In the summer, the fountain 
begins to “sing” several times a day, and in the evenings multi-colored 
illumination turns on, changing in sync with the melody. 
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WATCH 
 
 
Teatr Opery I Baleta  
BASHKIR STATE OPERA AND BALLET THEATRE 
Lenina, 5/1, building 1; 
+7 (347) 273-84-72, bashopera.ru 
 
Offering productions for adults and children, the theater holds interna-
tional festivals of opera and ballet. In addition to the three halls and the 
museum of the theater’s history, there is a museum named “Rudolf Nu-
reyev” dedicated to the memory of this famous dancer. 
 
Bashkirsiy Teatr Dramy  
(Bashkir Drama Theater) 
BASHKIR STATE ACADEMIC GAFURI DRAMA THEATER 
 
Zaki Validi, 34,  
+7 (347) 272-35-33, bashdram.ru 
 
Plays in Bashkir language with simultaneous interpreting into Russian. 
The theater’s repertoire consists of modern, historical and documental 
plays. On the theater’s square there is a monument to the Bashkir poet, 
who the theater got its name from.   
 
Russkiy Dramaticheskiy Teatr  
(Russian Drama Theater) 
STATE ACADEMIC RUSSIAN DRAMA THEATER OF THE REPUBLIC OF BASHKORTO-
STAN 
Prospekt oktyabrya, 79,  
+7 (347) 216-44-14, rusdram.ru 
 
Performances based on the works of Russian classics, rock operas and 
musicals. There are two stages in the theater: a large and a small one, a 
museum with requisites and actors’ costumes. On weekends, a chamber 
orchestra plays in the lobby. 

Tatarskiy Teatr Nur  
UFA STATE TATAR THEATER “NUR ” 
 
Pyatdesyat let SSSR, 36,  
+7 (347) 248-71-36, teatrnur.ru 
 
Plays in Tatar language with simultaneous translation into Russian. The 
theater has a large and small stages, as well as a chamber stage and a 
museum with unique archival documents, posters, photographs, cos-
tumes and props from the performances. 
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Filarmoniya  
BASHKIR STATE AKHMETOV PHILHARMONIC  
Гоголя, 58, +7 (347) 250-77-42, bashgf.ru 
 
Three concert halls offer distinctive experiences: an organ has been set up in 
the Small hall; pop shows and musical festivals are held in the Big one. One 
of the most famous festivals is the Pink Panther jazz festival.  
 
Molodezhniy teatr (Youth Theater) 
NATIONAL YOUTH MUSTAI KARIM  THEATER OF THE REPUBLIC OF BASHKORTOSTAN 
Lenina, 62, +7 (347) 286-59-05, teatrnmt.ru 
 
The repertoire includes Russian and foreign classics, modern and national 
dramaturgy and performances for children in the Bashkir and Russian lan-
guages. In addition to the two auditoriums, there is a winter garden with 
aquariums and a museum. 
 
Kafedralnyi Sobor Sergiya Radonezhskogo  
(Sergius Radonezh Cathedral) 
ORTHODOX TEMPLE 
Bekhteryova, 2, +7(347) 272-17-83, ssergy-ufa.cerkov.ru 
 
The current building has stood on this site since 1868. Modest in architec-
ture, the church has a rich decoration. A gilded iconostasis was installed here 
at the expense of the merchant Chizhev, and the artist Mikhail Nesterov 
painted several icons. 
 
Lala-Tulpan 
UFA CATHEDRAL MOSQUE “LALA -T ULPAN ”  
Komarova, 5,+7 (347) 242-22-33 
 
The mosque has unusual minarets with a height of 53 m in the form of a 
blooming tulip. The building houses a madrasa – a religious educational institution and a hall for 
marriages. A prayer hall with balconies can accommodate up to half a thousand people. 
 
Pervaya Sobornaya Mechet 
THE FIRST CATHEDRAL MOSQUE 
Tukaeva, 52, +7 (347) 250-80-74 
 
The mosque was built in 1830 with donations; in the time span from 1960 to 
1994 it was the only existing mosque in Ufa. Now it is one of the main Mus-
lim mosques of the republic, currently housing the Central Spiritual Board of Muslims of Russia. 
 
Sobor Rozhdestva Bogorodicy  
CATHEDRAL OF THE NATIVITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 
Kirova, 102, +7 (347) 228-68-19, собор-уфа.рф 
 
A sky blue building with golden domes can accommodate up to several thou-
sand people. It boasts a magnificent interior decoration with marble, mosaic 
and frescoes. Nearby there is a chapel and a church shop. 
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SPORTS 
 

Dynamo 
SPORTS CENTER 
Karla Marksa, 2, 
+7 (347) 268-07-10, 
dynamo-bashkortostan.ru 
 
The Dynamo sports center includes not only a stadium, but also a gym and a health club, a heated 
swimming pool with six lanes, a sauna and a solarium, as well as many studios for group and 
private lessons. 
 
Biatlon  
SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTER 
 
Komarova, 1, +7 (347) 240-53-44,  
biathlonufa.ru 
 
The complex, opened in 2001, includes seven winter ski slopes and three summer ones. Guests 
can take a ride on the ski track, shoot at the shooting range, or relax in a comfortable hotel. 
 
Neftyanik 
STADIUM 
Komarova, 9 +7 (347) 287-97-09,  
fcufa.pro 
 
The home stadium of the Ufa Football Club was completely reconstructed 
in 2015 before the Russian Football Championship. Stadium stands can 
house more than fifteen thousand spectators, and match results are 
shown on a digital scoreboard. 
 
Ufa-Arena 
UNIVERSAL SPORTS ARENA 
Lenina, 114, +7(347) 276-14-54,  
hcsalavat.ru 
 
International competitions are held here for example, the Youth Ice 
Hockey World Championship, the Volleyball League of Nations and the 
KHL All-Star Game, as well as the Kontinental Hockey League matches. Ufa-Arena is the home 
stadium of Ufa-based Salavat Yulaev Hockey Club.  
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TRYING NEW CUISINES 
 

Bashkir Cuisine 
 
For traditional Bashkir cuisine, the most typical dishes are high-
calorie meat, dairy, and wheat ones. Among meat dishes, beef 
and horsemeat are the most popular. In dairy, sour milk drinks 
called “airan” made from cow and goat milk and “kumis” from 
mare milk; “eremsek” which is a red cottage cheese. In wheat, 
“belyash”  (pie made from baked dough), “gubadia” (round pas-
try pot pie), “kystybyi” (unleavened flat cake with porridge or 
mashed potatoes) and “echpochmak” (baked product made 
from yeast dough and stuffed with potatoes and meat).  
 
 

Also, Bashkortostan is characterized by a popular expression “to have 
some tea” – using this phrase, people of Bashkortostan invite each other 
to a hearty tea party with pies, boiled meat, sausage and everything they 
can offer to their dear guests. They make tea with aromatic herbs and 
serve it with milk and their national delicacy – honey. Bashkir honey is a 
unique product which is produced in this region and exported to the USA, 
Japan, China, Middle East and CIS countries. Other sweets you can taste 
at the Bashkir table include: “baursak” (made from unleavened dough in 
the form of small donuts by deep-frying) and “chak-chak” (dough sticks, 
topped with honey). 
 

AZYK-TULEK 
RESTAURANT OF MODERN UFA CUISINE 
Karla Marksa, 3b, +7 (347) 216-21-68,   
azyktulek.ru 
 
National cuisine in a modern interpretation.  
Local products. Open kitchen, pastry from the oven, eclectic interior. 
 
UR NANAIKA 
ASHKHANA (BASHKIR CANTEEN)  
Mendeleeva, 134/7, +7 (347) 216-55-45 
 
A great variety of national dishes are offered ashkhana’s guests – courses made from horse meat, 
as well as jerked kyzylyk, traditional bishbarmak and kystyby. Eremsek – red sweet cottage 
cheese – is also served here. 
 
KARTATAY 
CAFÉ 
Prospect oktyabrya, 4/1, +7 (347) 216-55-95 
 
In this restaurant of nomadic people’s cuisine you can taste horse meat dumplings, poses (Buryat 
manti),the freshest Bashkir chak-chak and honey. 
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KUNAK ASHY 
CAFÉ 
50 let Oktyabrya, 32, +7 (347) 216-16-90, pishka.ru 
 
Homemade delicious dishes of Bashkir and Russian cuisine, specialty pastries, pies, sweets. Ready 
meals and instant products. 
 
PYSHKA-EXCLUSIVE 
GASTRONOMY MARKET , CAFÉ 
Kirova, 34, +7 (347) 276-80-82, pishka.ru 
 
Homemade food supermarket: salads, pastries, meat products and side dishes, ready meals and 
instant products, as well as fresh milk and cheese of its own production. 
 
BASHKIR CUISINE HOUSE ECO-PYSHKA  
CAFÉ - GASTRONOMY 
Revolutsionnaya, 32, +7 (347) 286-51-75, pishka.ru, 
 
Homemade food and pastries cooked by traditional recipes, natural products of its own production. 
Delivery is available. 
 

Russian Cuisine 
 

In 1557, Bashkortostan joined Russia. Since then, the Bashkir 
and Russian cultures have been closely intertwined and Russian 
cuisine has become an important part of the Bashkir people’s 
lives. The traditional Russian way of cooking has always been 
associated with a stove – and so the Bashkir national cuisine 
adopted such methods of food processing like roasting, stewing, 
languishing and steaming; Russia’s harsh climate contributed to 
emergence of numerous hot dishes: roasts, dumplings, warm ce-

reals and rich thick soups such as borsch, cabbage soup, hodgepodge and fish soup. First and 
second courses are served with bread, which has been considered to be the “King of all food” for 
Russian people since ancient times. Russians also love holidays 
and folk festivals, preparing special delicacies for each celebra-
tion: for Orthodox Christmas – “kutya” (wheat porridge with 
dried fruits and nuts), for Maslenica (also known as pancake 
week) – pancakes with butter or jam, for Easter – painted eggs 
and sweet “kulich” (round high bread with raisins and icing), for 
New Year – the Olivier salad and sandwiches with red caviar and 
at weddings the newlyweds are usually greeted by the parents 
with a “karavai” – traditional Slavic round bread. 
 
THE BORSCHT 
RUSSIAN CUISINE RESTAURANT   
Komsomolskaya str., 15; +7 (987) 039-87-59 
 
The author’s cuisine in the restaurant is represented by soup with sorrel, dumplings with ricotta 
and Russian pancakes with salmon. There are also business lunches and children’s menu. 
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MOROSHKA 
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 79/3, +7 (347) 216-66-99,  moroshka-ufa.ru 
 
Family restaurant with delicious and homemade food like Russian granny cooks: solyanka and 
borscht, dumplings, chebureks and pastry from the local bakery. 
 
SHEPKA 
RESTAURANT OF RUSSIAN AUTHOR’S CUISINE 
R. Zorge, 64/1, +7 (347) 241-36-41, shepka-ufa.ru 
 
All you can imagine hearing the words “Russian cuisine” you may find in Shepka: pickles, fish 
soup ukha and even a real three-liter samovar for tea ceremony. 
 
РУССКИЕ СЕЗОНЫ 
РЕСТОРАН РУССКОЙ КУХНИ 
Ленина, 16, +7 (987) 100-00-01, rsufa.ru 
 
New interpretation of the traditional Russian Cuisine in a modern form build around familiar and 
enjoyed by everyone dishes. 
 

Asian Cuisine 
INDOKITAY 
CHINESE RESTAURANT 
Kommunisticheskaya, 80, +7 (347) 246-16-46 
 
The restaurant has a TripAdvisor quality certificate and chefs from China. The extensive menu 
includes veal cheeks, Lotus leaves and frog legs. 
 
TANUKI 
JAPANESE RESTAURANT 
Tsuryupy, 44/2, +7 (347) 266-52-55, ufa.tanuki.ru 
 
The restaurant of the countrywide chain “Tanuki” offers dim-sum, sashimi and original Japanese 
mochi ice cream. 
 
HANOI 
VIETNAMESE CUISINE CAFE 
B.Bikbaya, 17, +7 (347) 246-12-68, hanoiufa.ru 
 
There you can find noodles, squid salads, kebabs and specialties such as baked carp or tofu 
cheese. 
 
JAPONICA 
JAPANESE RESTAURANT 
Kommunisticheskaya, 43, +7 (347) 295-96-65, japonic-a.ru 
 
The menu has European and Japanese dishes, roll sets, which are served on ship-shaped plates, 
as well as nourishing lunches, packed in traditional Bento-boxes. 
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European Cuisine 
DASKO GARDEN 
RESTAURANT COMPLEX 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 77/2, +7 (347) 222-20-55, daskogarden.ru 
 
One of the largest restaurant complexes in Russia includes six restaurants with author’s Eastern 
or European cuisine for adults and children. 
 
RESTAURANT OF TRUE PRICES 
RESTARANT AND BAR  
Lenina, 16, +7 (347) 246 94 94, ресторанчестныхцен.рф 
A wide range of dishes to satisfy both meat and seafood fans in addition with a huge choice of 
alcohol of different strength from homemade liqueurs to craft beer and extensive wine list. 
 
MARCO POLO 
MEAT RESTAURANT 
Chernyshevskogo, 75, +7 (347) 216-37-38, marcopoloufa.ru 
 
Interior in a loft style, the author’s cuisine from the chef: steaks, meat and fish dishes. Wide 
selection of drinks, regular menu updates. 
 
OLIVO 
RESTAURANT OF MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE 
Verkhnetorgovaya Ploshchad’, 2, 
+7 (347) 246-55-70 
 
The restaurant at the Holiday Inn Ufa hotel is open around the clock, the menu includes dishes 
of Italian and Greek cuisine, salami and cheese of its own production. 
 
ROSSINSKY 
RESTAURANT 
Tsuryupy, 7, +7 (347) 295-95-05, rossinskyufa.ru  
 
The restaurant has the interior of chalet style and located in the former estate of the Russian 
nobles Rossinsky. In the extensive menu there are many unusual dishes, such as manti with crab 
and tartar with truffle cream. 
 
SHERLOCK HOLMES 
STEAKHOUSE AND PUB 
Chernyshevskogo, 75, +7 (347) 293-45-30, ldgr.ru/restorany/sherlok-kholms 
 
This place with the interior of the traditional English pub offers steaks and dishes from European 
cuisine; there is a bar with a large selection of men’s drinks to go along with sports broadcasts. 
 
SYROVAR 
CHEESE RESTAURANT 
Parkhomenko, 155, +7 (347) 287-72-71 
 
Italian cuisine with focus on pasta and pizza, that is prepared in a wood-fired oven. There is also 
the shop, where you can buy original cheeses of local production. 
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Restaurants with Vegetarian Dishes 

 
NOISY 
RESTAURANT 
R.Zorge, 75, +7 (347) 299-84-99, trendufa.ru/noisy 
 
The chefs carefully compiled the original fitness menu and added vegetarian dishes: grilled pump-
kin, gluten-free pasta and smoothie bowls. 
 
BASILICO PIZZA 
PIZZERIA 
Revolutsionnaya, 32, +7 (347) 287-23-57,  
bazilico-pizza.ru 
 
There you can find Italian pizza based on durum wheat flour, handmade pasta, soups, salads, 
desserts, burgers and rolls. Vegetarian dishes are also included in the menu. 
 
BURZHUYKA 
CONCEPTUAL CITY CAFE 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 79/1, +7 (347) 257-25-85, 
burzhuyka.com 
 
The café offers a separate vegetarian menu, which includes vegetable bowl, salad with tarragon, 
vegetable rolls and pasta made by hand. 
 

Meats and Burgers  
MC.HIGHLANDER 
RESTAURANT OF SCOTTISH CUISINE   
Karla Marksa, 24/1, +7 (347) 272-83-83,   
mchighlander.ru 
 
The restaurant with traditional Scottish cuisine is designed in the style of a medieval castle. Sig-
nature dish – sheep’s tripe Haggis, that is considered a delicacy. 
 
MYASO MYASO 
RESTAURANT 
Kommunisticheskaya, 47, 7 (347) 246-55-52,  
daskogroup.com/myaso-myaso 
 
Steak house for men, whose menu contains more than 15 types of steaks, as well as branded 
burgers prepared in the open kitchen. 
 
SHAHTA 
BURGER CLUB 
Kommunisticheskaya, 45, +7 (347) 246-20-65 
 
Juicy author burgers, which are constantly updated in the menu. One of the them, for example, 
is a julienne burger that can be eaten with hands or fork. 
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EVREN 
BISTRO 
Verkhnetorgovaya Ploshchad’, 6,  
Pr. Otyabrya, 128, +7 (347) 216-17-88 
 
Turkish bistro, which has no alcohol in the menu, but offers to guests many types of barbecue, 
kebabs, meat and fish steaks. 
 

Coffee House 
 
ALOHA COFFEE 
COFFEE   HOUSE 
Lenina, 66; Kosmonavtov, 3; Kommunistiches-  
kaya, 35  
 
Here you can order breakfast or even have a lunch: besides coffee cocktails and cocoa, you can 
get waffles, salads, fish and meat steaks, pasta and burgers. 
 
CHAT HOUSE 
COFFEE HOUSE 
Karla Marksa, 33; lenina, 74; chathouse.ru 
 
The café serves light breakfasts, and for lunch you can order cheesecakes, pancakes or waffles. 
The menu includes alternative coffee and the author’s drinks. 
 
GODJI 
COFFEE   HOUSE 
Oktyabrskoi revolutsii, 3; Karla Marksa, 41;   
Zaki Validi, 67; +7 (987) 102-60-90 
 
The café serves coffee, cocoa and fresh juices, as well as breakfast dishes: waffles, pancakes, 
cheesecakes or scrambled eggs. You also can buy branded coffee beans there. 
 
KUMPAN CAFÉ 
FAMILY CHAIN OF CAFES 
Lenina, 60, Lenina, 84, Mustay Karim, 2,   
kumpan.ru 
 
Branded coffee of its own production. The café serves breakfast, pizza, pasta and salads as well 
as desserts from its pastry shop. 
 
MAXIME 
BAKERY  &  CAFÉ 
Kommunisticheskaya, 33; R. Zorge, 70/1;  
Lenina, 31/33; +7 (347) 216-43-21 
 
There you can find fresh French pastries, desserts and bread to complement your cup of coffee 
at breakfast or lunch. 
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BUDILNIK 
СAFÉ 
Kommunisticheskaya, 51; +7 (347) 246-16-40 
 
There you can have breakfast at any time of the day, choosing from shakshuka, porridge, pan-
cakes, cheesecakes and other dishes. The menu also includes pasta, salads, soups and desserts. 
 

Bars & Karaoke 
 

033 
СAFÉ & KARAOKE CLUB 
Karla Marksa, 20; +7 (917) 365-00-33 
 
Professional karaoke equipment and a restaurant where you can order, for example, salmon 
ceviche, duck with risotto and author desserts. 
 
BOLSHOI 
RESTAURANT  &  BAR  &  KARAOKE   CLUB 
Karla Marksa, 20; +7 (347) 294-35-35,   
bolshoi-ufa.ru 
 
Conceptual entertainment restaurant with the French cabaret atmosphere, dance floor, karaoke 
and snooker room. 
 
MEET.POINT 
DANCE   BAR 
Mendeleeva, 137; +7 (347) 292-30-91,  
barmeetpoint.ru/ufa 
 
In the bar there are bright carnivals, beauty contests and parties, during which it is allowed to 
dance on any surface, especially on the long bar. 
 
MUSICHALL27 
MUSIC RESTAURANT 
Kirova, 27; +7 (347) 293-73-27,  
musichall27.ru 
 
The venue includes concertstage, lounge bar, karaoke and restaurant. European cuisine from the 
chef, the author’s serving. 
 
PIANO KARAOKE PROJECT 
KARAOKE  RESTAURANT 
Kommunisticheskaya, 43; +7 (347) 216-11-50,  
pianokaraoke.ru 
 
Two karaoke rooms can accommodate more than seventy people. It the restaurant there are 
cozy modern atmosphere and its own kitchen. 
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THE BAR 
BAR 
Chernyshevskogo, 88; +7 (347) 246-17-46,  
trendufa.ru/the-bar 
 
The dance bar with an eight-year history, where where DJs and Russian stars come every week-
end for loud parties. 
 
UFA JAZZ CLUB 
CLUB 
50 let SSSR, 8; +7 (347) 223-01-00, 
 jazzclubufa.ru 
 
There you can enjoy steaks, pasta, cream soups and desserts right during a concert of local or 
visiting jazz bands. Concerts are held every evening. 
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SHOPPING 
 

Gifts from UFA 
 

To remember our trips, we always try to bring 
home something interesting and unusual as sou-
venirs. Having returned from Ufa, you can sur-
prise your friends and relatives by giving them 
national products and souvenirs. Bashkir honey, 
which, in addition to the amazing taste and 
unique aroma, has a number of healing proper-
ties and combines vitamins, trace elements and 
amino acids – which makes it not only a tasty, 
but also a nutritious gift. Other popular souvenirs 

are associated with honey: a traditional Tatar and Bashkir delicacy – “chak-chak”; wooden con-
tainers for storing honey, boasting intricate carvings – “chilyaki”; paintings or souvenir bears with 
wooden barrels. Other edible souvenirs are the Bashkir herb liquor and 
horse meat. “Kazylyk”  (dried sausage), “basturma”, cuts and other 
delicacies are made from this meat. Should you decide to bring them 
as a gift, please remember to maintain the correct temperature profile 
during transportation. And the herb liquor, considered to be the source 
of health and longevity ever since the nomadic ages of the Bashkir cul-
ture, is a drink made from natural ingredients from local plants and 
fruits, mixed in strict proportions according to unique recipes. Finally, 
one of the most expensive souvenirs is a national tail hat, sewn from 
the fur of a red or silver fox. This kind of hat is worn by none other 
than Salavat Yulaev, depicted on the emblem of the republic. 
 
AGIDEL 
BASHKIR  ARTS  AND  CRAFTS 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 60; Zaki Validi, 2; Tramvaynaya, 5a; Ufa international airport;  
+7 (347) 284-57-70, agidelufa.ru 
 
In the chain stores you can buy hand-decorated wood products, fabrics, lacquered panels, em-
broidered clothes and carpets with Bashkir patterns. 
 
BASHKIRSKIE PASEKI 
SHOP 
Oktyabrskoi Revolutsii, 73; Zaki Validi, 3a;  
Mendeleeva, 177;  
bashkirpaseki.all-gorod.ru,+7 (347) 273-18-21 
 
Flower, buckwheat and linden honey in jars, honey sets,birch bark boxes, bee bread, propolis 
and wooden souvenirs. 
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BASHKIRSKIE PODARKI 
SHOP 
Tsyurupy, 97; Shopping mall «Tsentralnyi»   
(fresh market), +7 (937) 358-53-11,  
bashpodarki.ru 
 
National gifts, real Bashkir honey from organic apiaries, souvenirs, bee products, natural cosmet-
ics. 
 
GOSTINYI DVOR 
SHOPPING   AND   BUSINESS   CENTRE 
Verkhnetorgovaya Ploshchad, 1;  
+7 (347) 298-10-58, gostinka.com 
 
The first floor of the shopping malllocated in the historical center of the city, is occupied by 
handicraft and souvenir shops. The craft festival “City of Masters” is also held here. 
 
DOM BASHKIRSKOGO MYODA 
TRADE   COMPANY 
Mendeleeva, 218a; +7 (347) 248-46-59,   
bash-med.ru 
 
The beekeeping scientific center produces more than two hundred kinds of health products, cos-
metics and sweet souvenirs made from honey and bee products. 
 
MEDVED 
SOUVENIR   SHOP 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 110;   
+7 (347) 235-90-80, +7 (965) 946-54-12 
 
A shop where you can buy traditional souvenirs, handicrafts, fresh honey and bee products. 
 
PODAROCHNAYA LAVKA 
SHOP 
Mendeleeva, 201, k. 1; Zaki Validi, 2/6;   
+7 (987) 022-20-68 
 
The souvenir shop, where you can buy both Russian matryoshka dolls and dolls in national Bashkir 
costumes, as well as products made of birch bark and wood. 
 
ULTRA 
SHOPPING   AND   CULTURAL   CENTRE   
Bakalinskaya, 27; +7 (347) 266-00-55,  
ultra-ufa.ru 
 
In addition to large chain stores, there is a trampoline park, a laser fight club and a seven-hall 
cinema. The Lenta hypermarket is open around the clock. 
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GALEREYA ART 
SHOPPING   AND   ENTERTAINMENT   CENTER 
Chernyshevsky, 75; +7 (347) 216-15-25,   
galleryart.ru 
 
Premium shopping complex in the city center is also an art center, with halls decorated with 
paintings and sculptures of famous artists. 
 
MEGA 
SHOPPING   CENTER 
Rubezhnaya, 174; +7 (800) 707-10-44, 
mega.ru/ufa 
 
One of the largest shopping malls in Ufa, which includes dozens of shops, restaurants and cafes, 
children’s attractions and a skating rink. 
 
MIR 
SHOPPING   AND   ENTERTAINMENT   CENTER 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 4/1; +7 (347) 224-60-55,   
centermir.com 
 
In the center you can find more than 190 clothes, shoes, electronics and jewelry boutiques. There 
are also bars, cafes, a playground for kids and a cinema. 
 
PLANETA 
SHOPPING   AND   ENTERTAINMENT   CENTER 
Entuziastov, 20; +7 (347) 295-25-25,  
planeta-mall.ru 
 
Three floors of the shopping center include a cinema, 180 stores of popular brands, a water park 
and children entertainment park. 
 
SEMYA 
SHOPPING   CENTER 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 34; +7 (347) 293-63-00,  
semyamall.ru 
The complex includes goods and entertainment for the whole family: Carousel hypermarket, food 
court, a cinema and dozens of boutiques for shopping. 
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RELAX 
GIOVANE 
CENTER  OF  BEAUTY  AND  YOUTH 
Mendeleeva, 130; +7 (347) 226-98-58,   
giovane-clinic.ru  
 
Beauty salon, cosmetology and plastic surgery. There are also sauna and hammam, fitness center 
and its own cafe with delicious and healthy food. 
 
RIVIERA. GO&GLOW  
SPA & WELLNESS  CENTER 
Aksakova, 4; +7 (347) 293-90-00,   
hilton.ru/hotels/hilton-garden-inn-ufa-riverside 
 
One of the largest spa centers in Ufa with an impressive view of the green zone and the monu-
ment to Salavat Yulaev. 
 
TERRA 
COUNTRY   SPA   HOTEL 
Karmaskalinskiy district, microdistrict «garmonii»; +7 (347) 291-20-04, terraspaufa.ru 
 
The only spa hotel in the republic. Swimming pool, saunas, modern spa programs, luxury cos-
metics. Restaurant, entertainment for adults and children. 
 
AKBUZAT 
RACETRACK 
Mendeleeva, 217a; +7 (347) 232-97-30,   
akbuzat-ufa.ru 
 
A four-track racetrack where many Russian-wide races take place. There is also a museum of 
horse breeding and equestrian sports. You can ride horses all year round. 
 
AK IORT 
SKI RESORT 
Mendeleeva, 160; +7 (347) 216-10-16, 
 akiort.ru 
 
The resort includes three ski slopes (of 450 meters length). There are two tubing tracks with a 
surface lift and a snow park with jumps and rails. 
 
AKVAPARK 
WATER   PARK 
Entuziastov, 20; +7 (347) 297-02-97,   
аквауфа.рф 
 
The park includes twelve water slides, water attractions, as well as a spa complex with saunas, 
hammam, jacuzzi. There are also a café and a bar. 
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ISKRA IMAX 
CINEMA 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 94; +7 (347) 295-00-00,  
kinoufa.ru 
 
IMAX cinema offers a large screen and crystal-clear image. In addition to cinema halls, there is a 
Gulden cafe-bar with author cuisine on the second floor. 
 
KINOMAX 
CINEMA 
Entusiastov, 20; +7 (347) 246-11-53,  
kinomax.ru/ufa 
 
There are nine halls, including VIP hall and premium Luxe hall, real-D projection system, d-Box 
armchairs, bar with drinks and snacks. 
 
OLYMPIC PARK 
SKI RESORT 
Mendeleeva, 201b;  +7 (347) 224-28-87 
 
Four slopes, surface lift, equipment rental. On the territory you can find restaurant and cafe-bar, 
hotel, rope town. 
 
CINEMA PARK 
CINEMA 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 34; chernyshevskogo, 74;   
+7 (800) 700-01-11, kinoteatr.ru/ufa 
 
Cinemas of European level are equipped with everything necessary for comfortable film watching. 
Special screenings and broadcasts of TheatreHD are also held there. 
 
YUNOST’ 
OUTDOOR   SWIMMING   POOL 
Naberezhnaya reki Beloi, 122,  
+7 (347) 266-51-72, ufa-bassein.ru 
 
The outdoor swimming pool, where the water temperature never falls below 31 degrees in winter, 
is equipped with heated lanes, wind protection and saunas. 
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BEAUTY CENTER & BARBER 
 
BROOKLYN BROW BAR 
BEAUTY  STUDIO 
Verkhnetorgovaya Ploshchad’, 4;  
+7 (917) 497-73-33, brooklynbrowbar.ru 
 
The studio focuses primarily on the brow design, but the masters also make haircuts, hair coloring, 
hairstyles, makeup, manicure and other beauty treatments. 
 
JULIA RESIDENCE 
MAKEUP   AND   HAIR   STUDIO   
Verkhnetorgovaya square, 4 (room 404);   
+7 (967) 733-51-14, studio-julia.ru  
 
The studio is located in business and historical city center. Makeup and hair styling. Four-hands 
services are available. 
 
MAIJA 
THE   CHAIN   OF   BEAUTY   SALONS 
eight salons around the city, maija-ufa.ru 
 
International chain of beauty salons offers high  
standards of service. Hairdressing, manicure. Masters work with such brands as L’oreal, Kerastase, 
Redken. 
 
ONLY BEAUTY 
BEAUTY   SALON 
Chernyshevskogo, 75; Dostoevskogo, 100;   
+7 (347) 246-54-94, onlybeauty.me 
 
Manicure and pedicure, makeup, hair styling, brow and lash design. Solarium. Luxury cosmetics. 
 
SISTERS 
HAIRDRESSING  SALON 
Gogolya, 55a; +7 (347) 262-82-15,  
sistersufa.ru 
 
Conceptual hairdresser for girls, where you can get a full range of beauty services. The salon is 
the official TiGi brand ambassador. 
 
ART PROJECT MARUSYA 
BEAUTY  SALON 
B. Domashnikova, 22; 22, +7 (347) 299-99-05,  
artmarusya.ru 
 
Top masters of the salon participate in federal and international competitions, train stylists and 
hairdressers and are also partners of the brands Wella and Sebastian. 
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POSOLSTVO KRASOTI 
SPA   CLUB   AND   COSMETICS   BOUTIQUE 
Kirova, 29; +7 (347) 292-78-22, spaline.ru 
 
French cosmetology clinic, exclusively working with the products of the brand Biologique Recher-
che, as well as a beauty and spa center. 
 
CHOP-CHOP 
BARBERSHOP 
Parkhomenko, 106 and Karla Marksa, 33;  
+7 (347) 294-34-74, chopchop.me 
 
Masters perform styling and haircuts, shave and trim the beard and mustache with a straight 
razor. The salon also sells products of the Chop-Chop brand. 
 
FIDEL 
BARBERSHOP 
Komsomolskaya, 15; +7 (987) 254-01-91,  
ufa.fidelbarbershop.ru 
 
Haircut and shaving club. Guests are offered tea, coffee and strong drinks. Not only adults can 
have their hair done in the salon, but also children. The salon has its own barber school. 
 
HOOLIGANS 
BARBERSHOP 
Pr. Oktyabrya, 11; Lenina, 31/33;  
+7 (347) 266-24-26, hooligansbarbershop.ru 
 
Besides standard services, barbershop guests are served coffee or delicious tea. The masters 
work with Lock Stock & Barrel, Proraso and American Crew cosmetics. 
 
CHAPAEV 
BARBERSHOP 
K. Marksa, 8a; Parkhomenko, 96/98;  
R. Zorge, 24; +7 (347) 226-54-60, 
chapaevbarbershop.ru 
 
In Chapaev, the masters make men’s haircuts and shave beards and mustaches, as well as teach 
the art of hairdressing. The salon works with branded cosmetics. 
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BATHS & SAUNAS 
 

BANYA NA KRYSHE 
BATHHOUSE 
Tsurypy, 7; +7 (927) 327-79-79,   
банянакрыше.рф 
 
The Russian bathhouse on the roof of a five-star hotel with panoramic views of the city. There is 
an ice bath and a warm herbal bath, as well as a range of Spa treatments and massage services. 
 
BANNYI CLUB 300 
BATH CLUB 
Mendeleeva, 134/7; +7 (347) 285-30-00,   
bani3000.ru 
 
One of the largest baths in the city accommodates 50 visitors. There is women’s and men’s 
sections and individual cabins, as well as the restaurant with an extensive menu. 
 
STOLICHNYE BANI 
BATHHOUSE   
Zhukova, 39/2, +7 (347) 293-70-60, baniufa.ru 
 
Two-storey bathhouse, which can accommodate up to 100 people. There is a rest zone, bar, 
jacuzzi and spa, as well as individual steam rooms. 
 
UFIMSKIE BANI 
PUBLIC  BATHHOUSE 
Bulvar Ibragimova, 88; +7 (347) 246-06-46,   
ufa-bani.ru 
 
There is a spacious hall for 50 guests and hotel cabins with upholstered furniture for 6-10 people. 
The pride of the bathhouse is a unique stove weighing 25 tons. 
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USEFUL INFORMATION 
 

Emergency Services 
 
EMERGENCY     112 
FIRE DEPARTMENT    112 
AMBULANCE     10101 
GAS EMERGENCY SERVICE   10101 
TRAFFIC POLICE    +7 (347) 237-02-02 
 
 

Transport 
 
Ufa International Airport  
Ufa District, Bulgakovo village, Airport Sub-District 
Round-the-clock call center 
Cash desks 

+7 (800) 200-66-02 
+7 (347) 229-58-14 

 
Ufa  Railway Station  
Privokzalnaya ploshad, 1 
Round-the-clock call center 
Call center 

+7 (800) 775-00-00 
+7 (347) 251-40-00 

 
 
 
TAXI 
 
Yandex Taxi +7 (347) 226-66-66   

(also via the mobile app) 
Uber Russia only via the mobile app 
City-Mobil +7 (347) 201-01-01 

(also via the mobile app) 
 


